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THE STRUCTURE OF SUBSTITUTION MINIMAL SETS
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ETHAN M. COVEN AND MICHAEL S. KEANE(1)

Abstract. Substitutions of constant length on two symbols and their correspond-

ing minimal dynamical systems are divided into three classes: finite, discrete and

continuous. Finite substitutions give rise to uninteresting systems. Discrete substitu-

tions yield strictly ergodic systems with discrete spectra, whose topological structure

is determined precisely. Continuous substitutions yield strictly ergodic systems with

partly continuous and partly discrete spectra, whose topological structure is studied

by means of an associated discrete substitution. Topological and measure-theoretic

isomorphisms are studied for discrete and continuous substitutions, and a complete

topological invariant, the normal form of a substitution, is given.

0. Introduction. Let 8 denote a substitution of constant length n on the symbols

0 and 1. Our main objective is the classification of the dynamical systems (&e, a)

arising from such substitutions. A substitution 8 is either finite, discrete, or con-

tinuous as defined in §3.

Finite substitutions give rise to dynamical systems all of whose minimal sets

are periodic orbits. Discrete and continuous substitutions both give rise to strictly

ergodic dynamical systems with discrete and partially continuous spectra respec-

tively. More specifically, if 8 is discrete, then 6>e is the orbit-closure of a Toeplitz

bisequence, and if 8 is continuous, then 0e is the orbit-closure of an extended

generalized Morse sequence. Dynamical systems belonging to discrete substitutions

are measure-theoretically isomorphic if and only if the lengths of the substitutions

have the same prime factors.

If 8 is discrete, we are able to give an explicit construction of (@e, a) as an almost

one-to-one extension of the n-adic system (Z(n), r). We associate with 8 an object

called a group system which is a complete invariant for topological isomorphism of

(&e, a). The concept of normal form for a discrete substitution is defined and it is

shown that discrete substitutions of the same length possess topologically iso-

morphic dynamical systems if and only if they have the same normal form.

To each continuous substitution 8 we associate a discrete substitution 8 of the

same length such that (GB, a) is a distal extension of (eg, a). Each fibre consists of

two points which are mirror images of each other. A normal form for continuous
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substitutions is defined which yields an isomorphism theorem analogous to the

discrete case.

We remark that our definition of substitution is quite restrictive. The construction

given in this paper will generalize to some substitutions of constant length on more

than two symbols, although none of the ideas appears to be useful in dealing with

substitutions of nonconstant length.

1. Basic concepts. Let Y be a nonempty compact Hausdorff space and let

<P be a homeomorphism of X onto itself. The pair (A", <p) is called a dynamical system.

We say that ( T, <p) is a subsystem of (A", <p) if Y is a nonempty compact subset of X

which is invariant under <p. A dynamical system is called minimal if it contains no

proper subsystem. For each point xe X, the orbit of x is the set defined by @(x)

= {<pk(x) | k = 0, ± 1, ±2,...}. The system (A", <p) is minimal if and only if the orbit

of each point is dense in X. Other criteria for minimality may be found in [3].

We shall be interested in minimal subsystems of the dynamical system defined

below. Let
oo

^ = il {0> 1} = {»«■(• • • a>-i^o^i• • ■) \ ati = 0 or 1}.
— co

Given the product topology, Í2 is a compact metrizable space homeomorphic to

the Cantor discontinuum. A compatible metric is given by d(co, w') = l/(n + l)

where n is the largest nonnegative integer such that ü)¡ = cu(' for |/|<w. Let the

shift a : Q -> Q. be defined by

a(w)i = wi + 1       (i = 0, ±1, ±2,...).

We call (Q, a) the shift dynamical system. The points of Í2 are called bisequences.

We shall also talk about sequences (one-sided strings of zeros and ones) and blocks

(finite strings of zeros and ones).

If we Q, k and m integers with m positive, then co[k, m] will denote the w-block

occurring in cu starting at place k. That is, if cu = (- ■ ■w_1oj0co1- ■ ■), then w[k, m]

= tok<ufc + 1- • •ü)fc + m_1. Similarly we denote by b[k, m] the m-block starting at place

k in b where b is a sequence or block, whenever this definition makes sense. If b

is a block, sequence or bisequence, then the mirror b of bis the block, sequence or

bisequence obtained from b by replacing all the zeros in b by ones and all the ones

by zeros. For example, (011 ) ~ = 100.

Let (A", 93) and ( Y, i/i) be dynamical systems. A homomorphism of (X, 99) onto

( Y, </>) is a continuous map -n: A"->- Y which is equivariant in the sense that n<p = i/m.

A homomorphism which is one-to-one is called an isomorphism.

A dynamical system (A', <p) is called equicontinuous if the set of maps

{</>" I n=0, ±1, ± 2,...} is uniformly equicontinuous. Every dynamical system has

a "largest" equicontinuous homomorphic image called its structure system. Here

"largest" means that any equicontinuous homomorphic image of the original

system is a homomorphic image of the structure system. The structure system is

sometimes called the equicontinuous structure transformation group [1].
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The system (X, <p) is called uniquely ergodic if there is exactly one «^-invariant

probability measure on the Borel sets of X. If (A, 93) is uniquely ergodic, then its

unique invariant measure is ergodic with respect to <p, that is X cannot be written

as the disjoint union of two (^-invariant subsets each having positive measure. A

uniquely ergodic system which is minimal is called strictly ergodic. Criteria for

unique and strict ergodicity may be found in [9].

Let (A", <p) and ( Y, </)) be uniquely ergodic with invariant measures p and v

respectively. An equivariant map 77: (A", (p)->(T, y) is called a measure-theoretic

isomorphism if there is an invariant subset A" of X such that p(X') = 1,77 is one-to-

one on A" and v(tt(E))=p(E) for every Borel set E contained in A". A homo-

morphism 77: (A', <p)-> (Y, <ji) is a measure-theoretic isomorphism if there is an

invariant subset Y' of Y such that v(Y')=l and 77 is one-to-one on 77_1(y'). In

particular every isomorphism is a measure-theoretic isomorphism.

The homeomorphism <p induces a unitary operator on L2(X, p) by/->/°<p.

It is customary to refer to the spectrum of this operator as the spectrum of (X, <p).

The spectral properties of (A", 9) are invariant under isomorphisms of (A, <p).

The strictly ergodic systems with which we shall be dealing are certain subsystems

of (O, a), as well as the systems described below.

For n ä 2, let Z(n) denote the additive group of n-adic integers

z(") = {!>"'   z4 = 0, l,...,n-l|.

With a neighborhood base at 0 consisting of sets of the form

Uk = J2 Uiri   w, = 0 for i < kX       (k = 0, 1, 2,... ),

Z(n) is a compact abelian group. With -r:Z(n)-^Z(n) defined by t(z) = z+1, we

call (Z(n), t) the n-adic system. This system is strictly ergodic and has discrete

spectrum, the invariant measure being normalized Haar measure. Two such

systems (Z(n), +) and (Z(m), t) are isomorphic if and only if m and n have the

same prime factors.

Every element z of the orbit of 0 in Z(n) is of the form z='2,zini where either

z¡=0 for all but finitely many i, or z¡ = n- 1 for all but finitely many f. We shall

regard such elements both as ordinary integers and as elements of Z(n).

2. Some special bisequences. Let a=a0ay • am-i be an m-block and b = b0by

■ ■ -èn_i be an n-block. We define axb = aWi• • a6»-! where a0 —a and a1 = a.

Then a x b is an /nn-block and the operation is associative. See [6] for further details.

Suppose that b = b0by ■ ¿n-i is an n-block with b0=0 and ne2. Then for any

block a, the block axb begins with the block a. Therefore we may define a sequence

s=(s0sy) by

s[0,nk] - bxbx ■ ■ ■ xb       (k times)
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for k=l,2,.... A sequence obtained in this way is an example of a generalized

Morse sequence. The well-known classical Morse sequence is generated by 6 = 01.

If b #00- • 0 or 0101 • • 010, then s may be extended to the left in two ways to form

bisequences cu and m with minimal orbit-closures. This is done by defining

w[-n2k, n2k] = s[0, n2k] and m'[-n2k, n2k]=s[0, n2k] for /c=l, 2,....

Theorem [6]. The orbit-closures of w and w' are equal. The system (cl &(œ), a)

is strictly ergodic with partly discrete and partly continuous spectrum.

A point co e Q. is called a Toeplitz bisequence if there is a collection of pairwise

disjoint arithmetic progressions {P¡} whose union is the set of all integers such

that wn = com if n and m belong to the same P¡. A Toeplitz bisequence is called

regular if 2 1/^ = 1 where Ti={mi + kpi \ k=0, ±1, ±2,...} and/7j>0.

Theorem [5]. If w is a Toeplitz bisequence, then (cl 0(a)), a) is minimal. If in

addition, a> is regular, then (cl 0(w), a) is strictly ergodic and has purely discrete

spectrum.

We remark that not all Toeplitz bisequences are regular. The bisequence des-

cribed by Oxtoby [9, pp. 135-136] is an example.

3. Substitutions. Let n be an integer, n > 2. A substitution of length « is a map

9 from {0, 1} to the set of «-blocks, that is 9 is a pair of «-blocks 0(0) = a0a1 ■ ■ ■ an _ u

6(l) = b0b1- ■ bn-x. Our definition is less general than the usual one, see [2].

A substitution generates, in a natural way, maps from blocks to blocks,

sequences to sequences and bisequences to bisequences. We shall use the symbol 9

to denote these maps as well. For example, if a> = (- •cd_1oi0oj1- ■) e Q, then

6((x>) = w is given by co'[kn,n] = 9(ojk) (k = 0, ± 1, ±2,...). In particular 9: O -> Q.

is continuous. A substitution 9 generates a substitution 92 of length «2 by 92(i)

= 9(9(i)) for i=0, 1. Similarly, for each positive integer k, 9k is a substitution of

length nk.

We shall divide substitutions into three classes, whose names are derived from

the spectral properties of the dynamical systems associated with them.

9 is called finite if any of the following conditions hold :

(1) a¡=/3¡ for all i.

(2) a¡=0 for all i or />,= 1 for all i.

(3) a¡ = 1 for all / and bt = 0 for all /'.

(4) «is odd and a=/5=0101  -010 or 1010- - -101.

9 is called continuous if it is not finite and if a = b.

6 is called discrete if it is neither finite nor continuous.

A substitution is discrete if and only if both /i={/1 at = bi} and Jx={i \ a^b^

are nonempty, that is 0(0) and 0(1) agree at some but not every place. Note that

9 and 9k are in the same class for all k ä 1.

As in [2] a substitution 9 of length « defines a map A on the set of 2-blocks by

00->an_!a0,       01-^„-i/Jo,       lO^/Jn-iao,       11 ->/»„_ A-
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It is easily seen that the map A2 (which corresponds to the substitution 82) has

either one, two or four fixed points, depending on whether a and b agree at both

ends, one end or neither end. If pq is such a fixed point, then 82 is a contraction on

the closed set {co e £2 | a>_yto0=pq}. Therefore there is a unique point u> e Q. which

satisfies 82(œ) = w and co_yco0=pq. We shall denote this point by a)1"1.

Theorem [2], [7]. Let 8 be a continuous or discrete substitution. There is a minimal

subsystem (<Pe, a) of (O, <r) such that for any pq invariant under X2, 0e = cl 0(w1"').

Furthermore, (0e, a) is a strictly ergodic system.

The first statement is proved in [2], the second in [7]. We shall call 0e a substitution

minimal set. Note that <Se=(9ek for all k^ 1.

If 8 is finite, then the only minimal sets contained in cl G(u>,">) are periodic orbits.

Since we consider periodic orbits to be uninteresting as minimal sets, we shall

confine our attention to continuous and discrete substitutions.

4. Measure-theoretic classification. In this section we show that a substitution

minimal set obtained from a continuous substitution cannot be isomorphic to one

obtained from a discrete substitution.

Theorem. If 8 is continuous, then (Pe is the orbit-closure of an extended generalized

Morse sequence. If 8 is discrete, then 0e is the orbit-closure of a regular Toeplitz

bisequence.

Proof. Let 6 be continuous. If a0=0, let s=ax ax- ■■, and if a0 = l, let

s=b x b x ■ ■ ■. It is easily verified that if s is extended to the left as in §2, then a

bisequence is obtained whose orbit-closure is &e.

Let 8 be discrete and have length n. By replacing 8 by 82 if necessary, we may

assume that at = bi for some iVO, «— 1. The map al8 is a contraction on the closed

set {«j e O | tü0 = a¡} and there is a unique point weil such that «j0 = fl¡ and 0*8(00)

= a>. Now

«[-/, n] = 8(at),

co[ — i— in, n2] = 82(ai),

[fc-i
- 2 inl'nk = 8\ad       (k=\,2,...).

Since «'#0 or n —1, the integers 2?=o in' and nfc-2?=o in' both increase with k,

therefore coe(9e and 0e = cl <P(w).

We claim that co is a regular Toeplitz bisequence. Since a¡ = ¿>i and co is invariant

under o-^, cokn = ai for k=0, ±1, ±2,.... We let Ty={kn | k=0, ±1, ±2,...}, an

arithmetic progression with period n. Applying a'8 again, we see that the n-block

8(at) appears in cu with period n2, starting at places -i+kn2 (k=0, ±1, ±2,...).

We set T2,T3,...,Tn equal to {-i+kn2}, {-i+l+kn2},.. .,{-i+n-l+kn2}

omitting {kn2}. Thus we have defined n-1 arithmetic progressions of period n2.
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Continuing in this manner, we get («— l)2 arithmetic progressions of period «3,

(«— l)3 arithmetic progressions of period «*, etc. Every integer appears in exactly

one of these progressions and l/n + (n— l)/n2 + (n —1)2/«3+ • ■ • = 1. Therefore a>

is a regular Toeplitz bisequence.

Corollary. Every substitution minimal set is strictly ergodic. If 9 is continuous

and I is discrete, then the systems (0e, a) and (0K, a) are not isomorphic.

Proof. By the results of §2, (0B, a) has partly continuous spectrum while (0K, a)

has purely discrete spectrum. Therefore they are not measure-theoretically iso-

morphic and hence not isomorphic.

5. The structure system of a discrete substitution. Let 9 be a discrete substitution

of length n with 6(0)=a, 9(1)=b. It is known [2] that the structure system of (0e, a)

is the n-adic system (Z(n), t). In this section we shall give an explicit construction

of the homomorphism -n : (0e, a) —> (Z(n), t), and show that v is a measure-

theoretic isomorphism.

Lemma 1. There exists an integer k^l such that 9k(0) and 9k(\) both contain

00, 01 and 10, or both contain 11, 01 and 10.

Proof. Either 9(0) or 6(\) contains both 0 and 1. By examining cases, it is easy

to see that 02(O) and 02(1) both contain 01 and 10. Either 02(O) or 02(1) contains 00

or 11, for otherwise n is odd and a = /5 = 0101 • • 010 or 1010- -101. The proof is

completed by the observation that both 03(O) and 03(1) contain every 2-block

which appears in 02(O) or in 92(\).

Note that if 9(0) = 001 and 0(1)=010, then no power .of 0 contains 11.

Lemma 2. If each of the blocks aa[k, ri], ab[k, n] and ba[k, n] is either a or b, then

k=0 or n.

Proof. Suppose 0<k<n. Then ab[k, n]^ba[k, n], for otherwise we would have

a = b. The bisequence ( • • • abab • • • ) is invariant under shifts of 2« and either k or

k+n. Therefore it has period either GCD (k, 2n) or GCD (k+n, 2n). Both of

these numbers may be expressed as 2"p where <x = 0 or 1 and p divides «. If a = 0,

then we again get a = b. If a = 1, then there exist /»-blocks c and d such that a = cdcd

■ • • cdc and b = dcdc ■ ■ ■ dcd. Since aa[k, ri] is either a or b, c = d which again yields

a=b.

The lemma also holds with bb in place of aa.

Lemma 3. Let pq be a 2-block which is invariant under X2. Suppose that a» e Q

and that {k{} is a sequence of integers such that

lim ok¡(a><"1) = a).
i-»co

Then for each positive integer j, there is an integer N, such that i, i' ^ N¡ implies

kt = kv mod n1.
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Proof. Since 0g = 6ei we may assume thaty'=l, hence by Lemma 1, that 0(0)

and 0(1) both contain 01, 10 and either 00 or 11. Suppose that 00 appears in 0(0)

and 0(1). Since w e <Pe, it contains the same finite blocks as œpq. Therefore for some

m, tu[0, m] contains the blocks aa, ab and ba starting at places which differ by

multiples of n. The bisequence copq may be grouped so that each n-block is either

a or b, and for large enough i, ak¡copq[0, m] = co[0, m]. Therefore by Lemma 2, for

large i the value of kt mod n is unique. A similar proof applies if 11 appears in 0(0)

and 0(1).

We define the map tt:Ob-^ Z(n) by

tt(w) = lim Tk'(0)
¡-.00

where {k(} is chosen so that akico1"1 —>- co for some pq invariant under A2. Lemma 3

shows that the map is well defined. If d(m, co')< \/(m+ 1), then co[0, m] = co'[0, m].

Therefore the proof of Lemma 3 also shows that 77 is continuous. It is clear that

■na=tit. Since 77 maps wpq to 0, it takes 0(a>pq) to the orbit of 0 in Z(n). Thus we

have proved the following :

Theorem 1. There is a homomorphism tt: (&e, a) -^-(Z(n), t) taking each 82-

invariant point to 0. Furthermore, if TT(m) = ^zini, then for each k^l,

a»[-Z»*-o Zi»', nk] is either 8k(0) or 8k(i).

Our next goal is to determine the set on which 77 is one-to-one. First we introduce

the following notation.

If z=2 zxn\ let zm denote the A:th partial sum of z, that is zik)='2,ks¿ zxnl. Then

z(k) is an ordinary integer and zik) ->- z.

For each k^ 1, let

Ik = {m\0 fi m fi nk—\, 8k(0) and 0*(1) agree at place m},

Jk = {m \ 0 fi m fi nk-1, 8k(0) and 8k(l) disagree at place m}.

An easy induction argument shows that

4 = j 2 zi"' I zi e h for some iv,       Jk = < ]> zin* | z( 6 Jy for all / >.

Let

7„o = < 2 zi«f I Zf e h for some i>,      Jx = < 2 zin* I z¡ e Jy for all i [,

E = U PJ» I /c = 0, ± 1, ±2,...},  Z* = Z(n)-7i.

Then /„ is closed and nowhere dense. Hence Z* is a Gd set which, by the Baire

Category Theorem, is dense in Z(n).

Theorem 2. Let v denote normalized Haar measure on Z(n). Then v(Z*) = 1.

Proof. It suffices to show that v(Ix)= 1, for then both Jx and E have measure

zero. Note that 7„ = \Jk=0 Bk where Bk={2 z{nl \ z, e Jy for i < k and zk e ly} and
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that the collection {Bk} is pairwise disjoint. If Ji has m elements, then v(Bk)

= (m/ri)k(n-m)/n. Therefore v(Ix)=((n—m)/ri) J,k=0(,n/n)k=l.

Theorem 3. Z* = {z eZ(n)\tr'1(z) is a single point}. If zeE, then tt~1(z)

consists of exactly two points unless z e 0(0) and a and b disagree at both endpoints.

In this case, ■n~1(z) consists of four points.

Proof. Let zeZ(ri). If we tt'1(z), then by Theorem 1, w[-zik\ nk] is either 0fc(O)

or 9k(\). In particular, w0 is the symbol at the z(k)th place of either 9k(0) or 0fc(l).

If z e Z*, then z<w e Ik for all large k and w0 is uniquely determined. Since Z*

is T-invariant and amw e-TT~1(Tmz), wm = (amw)0 is uniquely determined for all m.

Thus tt~1(z) is a singleton.

Suppose next that zeE but z $ 0(0). Since both E and 0(0) are T-invariant, we

may assume that zej^. Both z(W and nk — z{k), regarded as ordinary integers,

increase with k. Thus there are points w, w e 0B such that for each k^l,

{w[-zik\ «*], o)'[-z(W, nk]} = {9k(0), 9k(l)}.

Since z ejx, a>0#a>ó and hence <t>^cu'. Theorem 1 shows that tt~1(z) = {w, w'}.

Suppose that z e E n 0(0). We may assume that z = 0. Recall that 7r_1(0)

={wvq\pq invariant under A2}. Therefore tt~1(z) consists of two or four points

depending on whether a and b disagree at one end or at both ends.

Corollary. The map n: (0e, a) -=► (Z(ri), t) is a measure-theoretic isomorphism.

Hence two discrete substitutions have measure-theoretically isomorphic minimal

sets if and only if their lengths have the same prime factors.

This result follows immediately from the last three theorems. The fact that

(0e, o) and (Z(ri), t) are measure-theoretically isomorphic was first observed by

Neveu [8].

The situation with continuous substitutions is quite different. By analysis of the

continuous part of the spectrum, it can be shown that two continuous substitutions

have measure-theoretically isomorphic minimal sets only if the substitutions have a

common power.

6. The group system of a discrete substitution. As in §5, let 0 be a discrete

substitution of length n and let it: (0e, a)-> (Z(ri), t) be the homomorphism

described there. DefinepQ:Z* -+{0, 1} by p0(z) = w0 if tt(w)=z. Thenp0 is defined

and continuous on Z*. The triple ((Z(ri), t), Z*,p0) will be called the group

system of 0. Our main goal in this section will be to construct the system (Oe, a)

from the group system of 0.

Let ^ be the algebra of all complex-valued functions on Z* which are restrictions

to Z* of functions continuous on Z(ri), that is ^={f\ Z* : fe ^(Z(ri))}. For each

integer k, define pk: Z* -* {0, 1} by pk(z) =p0(rkz). Then every pk is continuous on

Z*. Let SS be the Banach algebra (sup-norm) generated by ^ and

{pk\k = 0,±l,±2,...}.
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Note that 38 is a closed subalgebra of the bounded continuous functions on Z*.

Let X be the maximal ideal space of ¡28; the elements of X may be identified with

the nonzero multiplicative functionals on 38. Since Z* is r-invariant, r induces a

homeomorphism of J1 by t/(z)=/(tz) (fe38, z eZ*), and a homeomorphism t*

of X by T*x(f)=x(rf) (fe 38). We claim that (A', t*) is isomorphic to (&e, a).

Define £ on X by è(x)k = x(pk). Then f maps X into O since x(pk) must lie in the

spectrum ofpk which contains only 0 and 1. It is easy to see that Ct* = oC and that £

is continuous. We must show that f is one-to-one and maps X onto 6e. To do this

we will define a homomorphism tt* : (X, t*) -> (Z(n), t) and show that a sufficient

condition for $ to be one-to-one and map X onto 0e is that tt* ~ 1(Z*) is dense in X.

We will then verify that this condition holds.

Define tt*: X->Z(n) by t7*(jc) = z if and only if x(f)=f(z) for all/ei?. This

definition makes sense because the elements of X may be viewed as nonzero

multiplicative functionals on ^(Zlji)) and as such are point-evaluations. It is easy

to see that 77* is a homomorphism of (A", t*) into (Z(n), r). Let X* = tt*~1(Z*).

Then f maps X* into Ge and the following diagram commutes:

X* -Ç-+ 0a

Z(n)

Suppose now that X* is dense in X. Then C(X)^ßg=Og. Since 0e is minimal,

I maps X onto 6e. Furthermore, the following diagram commutes :

Z(n)

If x,x' eX and f (x) = £(x'), then x(/>fc) = x'(pk) for all A:. Since the diagram com-

mutes, tt*(x)=tt*(x'), that is x(f)=x'(f) for all/e #. Therefore x(f) = x'(f) for all

fe38, i.e., x=x'. Thus f is one-to-one.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to showing that-A'* is dense in X.

The idea will be to show that x is determined by tt*(x) when xe X* and by tt*(x),

x(po) and x(p-y) when x $ X*. For this purpose it will be useful to think of the

elements of ^ as defined and continuous on Z(n) and to think of pk as defined and

continuous on the open set Z(n) — T~kJx.

Lemma. Let tt*(x) — z and let fe 38 be continuous in some neighborhood of z. Then

x(f)=f(z).

Proof. Let TY be any such neighborhood. Pick g e <£(Z(n)) such that / and g

agree on TV, and n e ^(Z(n)) such that n(z)^0 and n(z') = 0 if z' £ TV. Then h(f-g)

is identically zero. Therefore 0=x(h(f—g)) = h(z)(x(f)-f(z)) and x(f)=f(z).
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Suppose that 7r*(x)=z e Z*. If/e <6 or if f=pk for some k, then/is continuous

on an open set containing z. By the lemma just proved, x(/)=/(z). Therefore

x(f)=f(z) for aWfeSS.
Suppose next that z £ Z* u 0(0). We claim that z has exactly two 7r*-inverses,

corresponding to the two possible values of pk, where z 6 r~kJx. Since T*kir*~1(z)

= tt*~1(t'cz), we may assume that z ejœ and hence thatp0 is not continuous at z.

Recall that if 7r*(x)=z, then x is determined by z at all/e ^ and at a\ipk which are

continuous at z. The following lemma shows that if pk is not continuous at z, then

x(/>fc) is determined by x(p0).

Lemma. Suppose that zej^ — 0(0) and that neither p0 nor pk is continuous at z.

Then there exists a neighborhood UofO in Z(ri) such that either p0(z + u)=pk(z + u)

for all ue U such that z + ueZ* or p0(z + u)=\ -pk(z + u) for all ue U such that

z + u eZ*.

In the course of the proof we will make repeated use of the following observation,

which is easily verified by induction :

Let O^w^n'-l and write m = 2y=o nifi. Then 0'(O) evaluated at place m is

9(s) evaluated at m0 where s is 0i~1(O) evaluated at (l/ri)(m — m0). Furthermore

(1/m)(«î-wî0) = 2î=o nij+xn1. A similar statement holds for 0'(1).

Proof of Lemma. Let y=z+k. Then pk(z+z')=p0(y+z') whenever either is

defined. Since z <£ 0(0), there exists i0 such that j(=z¡ for i^i0. Let

£7 = ^2 «¡H* | «i = 0 for / < i0 V.

Suppose that ueU and z + ueZ*. If w = tt~1(z+u), then for each z'^0,

w[-(z + u)m,ri] is either 0((O) or 0i(l), and p0(z + u) = w0 is either 0'(O) or 0'(1)

evaluated at (z+u)w. Choose i so that (z+u)m e /„. Then /^/0 and 0<(O) and 0'(1)

agree at place (z+u)w. Therefore p0(z+u) is 0'(O) evaluated at (z+u)m. Similarly

(y+ufel* and p0(y + u) is 0'(O) evaluated at (y + ufn.

By the observation made before the proof, 0'(O) evaluated at (z + u)m is 9(s')

evaluated at (z+u)0 where s' is 0i-1(O) evaluated at (1/«)[(z + m)(O-(z+m)0].

Applying the observation to 9i'1(0), we see that 0'(O) evaluated at (z+u)m is 02(i")

evaluated at (z + w)0 + (z+i/)1n = (z+«)<1) where s" is 0i_2(O) evaluated at

I [I((z + M)c«_(z + M)o)_(z + M)lj = I2 [(z + M)a)_(z + M)(2)].

Continuing in this manner we find that 0*(O) evaluated at (z+u)in is 0i°(s) evaluated

at (z+m)«o) where s is 0'-'o(O) evaluated at (1/«<o)[(z + m)<0-(z+«)<<o)]. Similarly

0'(O) evaluated at (y + u)m is 0'o(j) evaluated at (y + u)^ where s is 0* " fo(0) evaluated

at (l/i*H(>,+«)(i)-0'+s)(,o)]-
Note however that (y + u)i{>—(y+u)(io}=(z+u)w — (z+ufW and therefore s=s.

Furthermore (z + uj^^z^ and (y + u)lio)=yiio\ Therefore for each ueU such
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that z + ueZ*, there exists s=0 or 1 such that

Po(z+u) = ö'o(i)   evaluated at z'V,

pk(z+u) = 0fo(¿)   evaluated at y(to\

Since p0 is continuous at neither y nor z, both y and z are in J„„. Hence y(io\

zVe/,0 and /j0(z-r-i/)=/7fc(z + M) or p0(z + u)=\— pk(z + u) depending whether

0'o(O) evaluated at z^ is the same or different from 0¡o(O) evaluated at y{l°\ This is

independent of u and the lemma is proved.

If z $ Z* and z e (P(0), then the method of the above proof can be used to show

that locallypk depends on/?0 when k^O and onp_y when k<0. In this case z will

have either two or four inverses. There will be four inverses if and only if 0(0) and

0(1) disagree at both ends.

It is now easy to show that X* is dense in X. Let x e X— X*. Choose a sequence

zneZ* such that zn->77*(x), Po(Zn)=x(p0) and, if necessary, p_y(zn) = x(p_y).

Then 77* ̂(zj -+x.

7. Topological classification of discrete substitutions. Let 0 and 0' be discrete

substitutions having group systems ((Z(n), t), Z*(8),p0) and ((Z(n'), t), Z*(8'),p'0)

respectively. The group systems are called isomorphic if there is an isomorphism

i/>: (Z(n), t) -+ (Z(n'\ r) such that

(1) y(Z*(8))=Z*(8').
(2) For any convergent sequence {zk} in Z*(8), {p0(zk)} converges if and only if

{PoWzk)} converges.

(3) For any convergent sequence {zk} in Z*(0), {p-y(zk)} converges if and only if

{/J-iífe)} converges.

Note that condition (3) is superfluous unless either 8 or 0' disagrees at both ends.

Theorem. Let 8 and 8' be discrete substitutions. Then (6e, a) and (<SV, a) are

isomorphic if and only if 8 and 8' have isomorphic group systems.

Proof. The "if" part follows from the construction of §6.

Suppose that <p: (6e, o)-> (Oe., a) is an isomorphism. Then 99 induces an iso-

morphism </r of the corresponding structure systems such that the following diagram

commutes :

&e-^-XP.-

7Td TTq>

Z(ri)—^Z(n')

where ttb and ttb. are the maps described in §5. A standard argument about cardinal-

ity of fibres shows that i/j(Z*(8))=Z*(8'). Suppose that {zk} is a convergent sequence

in Z*(8) such that {p0(zk)} converges. Without loss of generality we may assume
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thatp0(zk)=0 for all k. Let wM=TTß1(zk); then a>(ok)=0 for all k. Since the diagram

commutes, <p(wik))=Tre~1(i/)zk) and in particular <p(w(k))0 =p'0(</'zk). Since </> is con-

tinuous, c>(<u<w)o is eventually constant, that is, p0(t¡izk) converges. The same argu-

ment using <p_1 in place of <p shows that if {p'0(i/)zk)} converges, then {p0(zk)} also

converges. The proof of condition (3) is exactly the same as the proof of condition

(2).
Let 0 be a discrete substitution of length n with

0(0) = Ü0ÜX-- ■«„_!, 0(1) = ¿»A- • •/>„_!.

If a0 = b0, define a substitution £ by

1,(0) = axa2- ■ ■an.1a0,       £(1) = bj}2- ■ -¿»„-A-

It is easy to see that 0e = 0K, for 1(0) appears in 0(0)0(1) and £(1) appears in 0(1)0(0).

Therefore every block in 0C appears in 0g and the sets are equal by minimality.

Define another substitution 0 by S(0) = b and 9~(l) = ä. Then 0g and 0¡ are iso-

morphic via the mirror map cu —»- ¿5.

A discrete substitution 0 (0(0) = a, 0(1) = b) is said to be in normal form if

(1) a0*b0.

(2) If/= min {i | a(=¿>¡}, then aj=bj=0.

The remarks just made show that two discrete substitutions of equal length

having the same normal form have isomorphic substitution minimal sets. The

converse yields the topological classification which we seek.

Theorem. Let 9 and 0' be discrete substitutions of the same length. Then (0e, a)

and (0e., a) are isomorphic if and only if 9 and 9' have the same normal form.

Proof. The proof is based on the isomorphism theorem for discrete substitutions

proved earlier in this section. We shall outline the proof leaving the details to the

reader.

Suppose that 0 and 0' are distinct substitutions of length n, both in normal form,

and that (0e, a) and (0B., a) are isomorphic. Let </> : (Z(ri), r) -> (Z(ri), t) be the

isomorphism which exhibits the isomorphism of their group systems. Note that

any isomorphism <p of (Z(ri), t) has the form <p(z) = z + z for some fixed zeZ(ri).

There are three ways in which 0 and 0' can fail to have the same normal form :

(i) /!(0)//i(0'). In this case 0 cannot map Z*(0) to Z*(0'). This is proved by

using the form of <ji and the fact that 0 e/a(0) n ^(9').

(ii) I1(9)=I1(9') and a^al for some i e 7j(0). In this case one of the convergence

criteria (2) or (3) for isomorphism of group systems is not satisfied.

(iii) I1(6)=I1(9') and a^a'i for some iejjj)). If (ii) does not hold, then this

case may be reduced to (ii) by considering the squares of the substitutions.

We suspect that there is a "normal form" theorem for two discrete substitutions

whose lengths have the same prime factors, although we have been unable to

establish one.
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8. Continuous substitutions. Suppose 0 is a continuous substitution of length n,

0(0) = a, 0(1) = 5. As in the case of a discrete substitution of length n, the structure

system of (£>g, a) is (Z(n), r) (see [2]). We shall use the theory of discrete substitutions

to find a homomorphism 77: (0e, a) -* (Z(n), t) and to establish a classification of

all continuous substitutions with a common length.

Define 0, the discrete substitution associated with 8, by

8(0) = C0Cy-Cn.y, 0(1) = d0dy -dn-.y,

wherecj=t/i = ai-l-ai + i(mod2)(/'=0, 1,..., n-2), cn_1 = Jn_1=an_1 + a1 (mod 2).

Note that in general, 0 does not come out in normal form.

Define /*, : (Q, a) ->- (Q, a) by faa(co)¡ = coi + co¡ + 1 (mod 2). (In the terminology

of [4], /o is the endomorphism of (Cl, a) obtained from the block map f(xy, x2)

= Xy+x2.) It is easy to see that the restriction of/„ to <SB is a homomorphism of

(@e, a) onto (Gg, a) which is exactly two-to-one and is a local homeomorphism. The

map 77 is given by ñ ofm where 77 is the map constructed in §5 for the discrete substi-

tution 0. We remark that the chain (6e, a) -» (&§, a) -> (Z(n), t) is an example

of the decomposition theory for point-distal flows due to Veech [10].

If a0 = 0, then both 0(0) and 02(O) begin with 0, and if a0=l, then 02(O) begins

with 0. With this observation in mind, we say that a continuous substitution is in

normal form if a0 = 0.

Theorem. Let 8 and 8' be continuous substitutions of the same length. Then

(&ß, a) and (@e<, a) are isomorphic if and only if 8 and 8' have the same normal form.

The proof is routine using the normal form theorem for discrete substitutions

and is left to the reader.

9. Examples. In doing computations involving substitutions it is useful to

think of the group Z(n) as identified with a unit interval having two points at each

n-adic rational via the map 2 zi"f -*■ 2 ZjM-'-1.

1. Let a = 01, b = 00. The group is Z(2) which we identify with the unit interval

(with two points at each dyadic rational) as above. Then Jx is the singleton

(. Ill...) and the function p0 is zero on the intervals [1 - l/22i£+1, 1 - l/22k] and

one on the intervals [1 - \/22k, 1 -1/22""1]. The ambiguity occurs since each point

in the orbit of (. 111... ) must be split into two points in <9B.

2. Let a = 011, 6=101. The group is Z(3) and J0O={Zzíni | z¡ = 0 or 1). Then E

consists of all points 2 zi"f such that z¡ = 0 or 1 for all but finitely many i together

with the orbit of 0. That is £={2 ztnl | z(=0 or 1 for all but finitely many i or z, = 2

for all but finitely many i}. Each point in E has two inverses. Note that — 1 e E

since -1=22-3'.

3. Let a=001, b = 100. Here 77_1(z) consists of four points for each z e (9(0) thus

the functions p0 and p_y are "independent". If z e E—@(0) then 77_1(z) consists

of two points. Note that E— 0(0) + 0 for it contains the point 2 zfi where z(=0 for

i odd and z¡ = 2 for 1 even.
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